Schedule B / Scragg mill
soil surface of a logged site in preparation
for planting. A heavy disk or toothed tool
is dragged over the site, usually by a crawler
tractor, to break up the ground and any slash
left from the logging operation. Scarification
is sometimes used in lieu of slash burning. 2
A defect in paper, characterized by the breaking or loosening of the surface coating.
Schedule B “Schedule B, Statistical Classification of Domestic and Foreign Commodities
Exported from the United States.” All commodities exported from the U.S. must have a
seven-digit Schedule B number.
scheduled machine hour [SMH] Time in which
a machine is intended to be operated and has
an operator scheduled.
scheme arch See Gothic arch.
schnitzelbank A bench used when hand-shaping shingles or shakes. A common device in
the early logging days. Also shingle bench.
schoolmarm A conifer whose natural leader
was damaged, with two of the uppermost
limbs bending upward to lead the tree’s
growth, producing two separate trunks partway up the tree.

schoolmarm

Scientific Certification Systems [SCS] A firm
providing third-party certification and auditing in support of sustainable development.
Specializes in forest management and chainof-custody certification. Now known as SCS
Global Services.
scion A shoot or bud from a genetically superior tree. It is grafted onto existing rootstock,

Ss

with the resulting tree showing the characteristics of the tree from which the shoot or
bud originated.
scissorbill A term used in the early logging days
to describe a non-union logger.
scissor lift A lifting platform, with the lifting
accomplished by pairs of legs that rise in a
scissor motion.
scissors truss A roof truss with tension members extending from the foot of each principal rafter to the upper half of its opposite
member.
sconcheon The interior edge of a window jamb.
scoot A slang term for hardwood lumber of
inferior quality.
scope A British term for a bundle of twigs.
score Waste from veneer production resulting
from the trimming of the veneer at the peeling lathe. Peeler blocks are usually slightly
longer than the length of the veneer that is
to be produced from them. Spur-type knives
at each end of the lathe cut into the block as
it turns. This scoring will yield veneer of the
desired length with straight edges and parallel sides. Also spur trim.
score knives Knives on a veneer lathe that cut
into the block as it is turned, assuring the
veneer will have straight edges and be exactly the desired length.
scorer In hand-squaring timbers, the man who
notched out the rough dimensions on a log so
that a hewer could square it.
scoring ax The ax used to score timbers before
hewing them square with a broadax.
Scotch Pine Pinus sylvestris. An imported European conifer widely used in reforestation. Also
Scots Pine, Red Deal, Yellow Deal.
scotia A deep, concave moulding more than 1/4
round in sections.
Scots Fir See Scotch Pine.
Scots Pine See Scotch Pine.
scow A small boat used in forming log booms.
scrabble log See prize log.
Scragg mill An arrangement of four fixed saws
used to break down logs or peeler cores of
fairly uniform sizes. The Scragg produces two
slabs, two 2-inch cants, and a 4-inch cant in
a single operation. These can then be reduced
to 2x4s and 4x4s in a resaw. Illustration on
page 314.
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